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Based on over forty award-winning titles,
the strategy game segment on the App
Store was selected by Apple as the official
strategy game of the 2012 and 2013
European Toy of the Year. Crypterion offers
multiplayer games, enhanced with online-
leaderboards and an innovative tournament
system. Players can choose from a variety
of singleplayer or multiplayer modes.
Starting with a simple game (i.e. two
players), the game features an easy
Tutorial mode and a whole series of fun and
sophisticated modes to be mastered. Key
Features: - Play multiplayer with two, four,
six, or eight players over local WiFi or 3G -
Enhance your score by sharing it with the
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crowd and having your friends as
opponents - Start a tournament, compete in
a battle or a game with famous historical
persons like Franklin Roosevelt or Einstein -
Use some kind of strategy like a no-limit
poker or black jack - Replay your most
delicious results - Download crystals and
earn stickers to decorate your game - Crop,
edit, create and share your own games and
tournaments - Compete with the best of
your friends on the leaderboards - Sign in to
Crypterion with Game Center and compete
with other players online - Play a single
player game which includes several
difficulty levels - Solve challenging puzzles
Glossary: -----------------------------------------------
---------------------------------- Puzzle Pieces - A
certain number of objects in a specific
layout Win - A victory in a puzzle. Players
can win when they have solved a puzzle in
three moves. Lose - A defeat in a puzzle.
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Players lose when they have solved a
puzzle in more than three moves. Score -
The number of moves in a puzzle solved.
Numerical value - The number in a loss or
score counter. ----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------- -------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
- If you get stuck, just press the Info button.
For more information and an FAQ: Follow us
on Twitter: Like us on Facebook: Licence: ---
-------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- Crypterion.com is the property
of Crypterion GmbH. This game has been
created especially for your Apple mobile
device and is provided to you by Crypterion
GmbH. Apple, the Apple logo

I Can't Believe It's Not Music! Features Key:
Planes, Trains, and Automobiles! ;D
Platforms and Vehicles transform into Weapons!
An upgrade system!
Loadout items!
Enemies!
Customizable Game Size!
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128 player Free For All Mode!
Team Deathmatch!
Customizable Game Settings!
Settings! (Custom Game) settings menu
Local Music Player!
Cloud Streaming!
25 achievements!

Описание:

Вход в бета-версию!

Gameplay videos coming soon!

Serious Sam Fusion 2017 (beta) Game Server Information:

* Email:

[email protected]

* Game Passwords:

[email protected]

* Tag:

[email protected]

* Semi-Private Server:

[email protected]

Changes and improvements:

* Controls!:

Co-op play will accept keyboard and mouse input. Additionally, a Neutral button has been
added. This button will allow players to pause using the comma or period key. Keyboard can be
used either for movement or for reaching with your weapon.

* Aim!:
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A new On and Off toggle has been added for Free Aim and Auto Aim.
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